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Great turner post, full of twists and unexpected discoveries. Buckle up. – James Patterson The second book in the acclaimed, action-packed series by New York Times bestselling author Gordon Cormann. The clonings of the Osiris project are free..., after their narrow escape from their perfect hometown, Eli, Tori, Amber and Malik are finally in the real world and determined to
expose the leaders of tranquillity. They decide to track down Tamara Donleavy, the mysterious billionaire and founder of the Osiris Project. Evading arrest by breaking rules and sneaking into homes, hotels, buses and cars - do they become criminals designed to be? What they discover will change everything, leading them directly into the plastic works and at the heart of the
experiment, to expose the deadly criminals from which they are replicated - and any evidence that will convince the outside world to believe in the truth. But the outside world is not exactly what they expected – foreigners are not only unfriendly, they are dangerous. And the wrong move could send them back into Der Hammerstrom's arms -- and trapped peacefully for good. On a
record-breaking journey from Jackson Hole to a highly guarded prison - Ellie, Tori, Amber and Malik won't arrest anyone to download Project Osiris.- From publisher 336 pages 978-0062300034 ages 8-12 Great Turner-Page, full of unexpected twists and turns. Buckle up! – James Patterson The second book in the acclaimed, action-packed series by New York Times bestselling
author Gordon Cormann. Stranger Things fans, don't miss out on this trilogy! The clonings of the Osiris project are free - but they are hunted. After their narrow escape from their perfect hometown, Eli, Tori, Amber and Malik are finally in the real world and determined to expose the leaders of serenity. They decide to track down Tamara Donleavy, the mysterious billionaire and
founder of the Osiris Project. Evading arrest by breaking rules and sneaking into homes, hotels, buses and cars - do they become criminals designed to be? What they discover will change everything, leading them directly into the plastic works and at the heart of the experiment, to expose the deadly criminals from which they are replicated - and any evidence that will convince the
outside world to believe in the truth. But the outside world is not exactly what they expected – foreigners are not only unfriendly, they are dangerous. And the wrong move could send them back into Der Hammerstrom's arms -- and trapped peacefully for good. On a record-breaking journey from Jackson Hole to a maximum security prison - Ellie, Tori, Amber and Malik won't stop
and stop at anything to bring down project Osiris. 4.5 Project Osiris was an experiment to find out what happens when criminal minds are replicated and grown in ideal, happy and loving situations. When Tori, Amber, Malik, Eli and Hector found out they were part of the experiment, they refused to be anyone's science project. In Minds, the first book in the series, the children
emerged from Serenity, New Mexico, the city where they grew up. All but Hector survived the escape. Having been protected throughout their lives, the 4.5 Osiris Project was an experiment to find out what happens when criminal minds are replicated and raised in ideal, happy, loving situations. When Tori, Amber, Malik, Eli and Hector found out they were part of the experiment,
they refused to be anyone's science project anymore. In Minds, the first book in the series, the children emerged from Serenity, New Mexico, the city where they grew up. All but Hector survived the escape. After being protected all their lives, they knew nothing about the outside world and how it worked. Luckily they got to the private school that their friend Randy transferred to
after getting too close to the secrets of project Osiris. Randy gave them a place to stay for a while so they could find a plan. When the purples (police from Serenity) appeared in the dormitory their planning time was shortened. The kids had to think smart and loosen up. It wasn't easy, but they made their way to Denver. Amber knew the best thing to do was find a cop and explain
their story. After all, human cloning was illegal, and their parents supposedly and everyone else in the experiment deserved to be arrested. Unfortunately, telling a cop just makes them think you're crazy or messing with them, and Amber gets arrested. The kids realize they need evidence to prove they're clones from specialist criminals. Since they don't know which criminals, it's
even more important that they have proof. On the Internet they discover the name of a millionaire who was going to fund project Osiris, and they set out to find her. But she refused to acknowledge that she knew anything about a cloning experiment. It's not easy, but they decide the only thing they can do is go back to Serenity and the Traffic Cone Factory, where they first
discovered the truth. The kids know there's evidence there, they saw it. When they arrived, the factory broke out. Can any proof still remain? Will anyone calmly keep them from returning to freedom? How long can four children survive on their own without money or a true understanding of the outside world? Read this page Turner to find out. I read the first book in the series last
summer, and it ended with a cliff-top. So I look forward to calling the minds: Criminal Destiny by Gordon Cormann. It started right where the first book went. The format was the same, with Ellie, Amber, Malik and Tori each taking different episodes to give us the story through their eyes. One thing I liked was seeing how the characters deal with the outside world. They broke a lot of
rules, but they were in a tough situation and some of the illegal things they did couldn't be avoided. After all, they were in an unbelievable position. The characters grew on me and I loved The way their friendships evolved. Just like the first book in the series. I found out the third and final ins payout of the show was out, so hopefully I can read them in the next few weeks. I
recommend it to the fourth and top grade kids who love mystery and adventure. I know I can't wait to see what happens to these kids with criminal brain DNA. ... Another Criminal Fate Minds (series) Gordon Cormann author Ramon de Ocampo Narrator (2016) Revenge Minds (series) Gordon Cormann Author (2017) The Minds (series) Book 1 Gordon Cormann Author (2015) The
Minds (series) Book 1 Gordon Corman Author (2015) The Minds (series) Book 1 Gordon Corman Author Ramon de Ocampo Crane (2015) Criminal Destiny Minds (Series) Book 2 Gordon Cormann Author (2016) Criminal Destiny Minds (Series) Book 2 Gordon Corman Author (2016) Revenge Of The Minds (series) Book 3 Gordon Corman Author (2017) Revenge Minds (series)
Book 3 Gordon Corman author Ramon de Ocampo Narrator (2017) © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or her great page partners Turner, full of unexpected twists and discoveries. Buckle !-- The second book in the acclaimed, action-packed series by New York Times bestselling author Gordon Cormann. Stranger Things fans, don't miss out on this trilogy! The clonings of the Osiris
project are free, but they are being hunted. After their narrow escape from their perfect hometown, Ellie, Tori, Amber and Malik are finally in the real world and determined to expose the leaders of Serenity.They decide to track down Tamara Dunleavy, the mysterious billionaire and founder of the Osiris project. Evading arrest by breaking rules and sneaking into homes, hotels,
buses and cars - do they become criminals designed to be? What they discover will change everything, leading them right into the plastic works and into the heart of the experiment, to expose the deadly criminals they replicated from - and any evidence that would convince the outside world to believe in the truth. But the outside world isn't exactly what they expected - foreigners
aren't just unfriendly, they're dangerous. And the wrong move could send them back into Der Hammerstrom's arms - and trapped peacefully for good. In a dizzying journey from Jackson Hole to a highly guarded prison - Ellie, Tori, Amber and Malik won't arrest anyone to bring down project Osiris. Great turner post, full of twists and unexpected discoveries. Buckle up! – James
Patterson Second book in the acclaimed, action-packed series by New York Times bestselling author Gordon Cormann. Stranger Things fans, don't miss out on this trilogy! The clonings of the Osiris project are free - but they are hunted. After their narrow escape from their perfect hometown, Ellie, Tori, Amber, and Malik are finally in the real world and determined to expose the
leaders of Serenity.They decide to track down Tamara Dunleavy, the mysterious billionaire and founder of Osiris. Evading arrest by breaking rules and sneaking into homes, hotels, buses and cars - do they become criminals designed to be? What they discover will change everything, leading them directly into the plastic works and at the heart of the experiment, to expose the
deadly criminals from which they are replicated - and any evidence that will convince the outside world to believe in the truth. But the outside world is not exactly what they expected – foreigners are not only unfriendly, they are dangerous. And the wrong move could send them back into Der Hammerstrom's arms -- and trapped peacefully for good. On a record-breaking journey
from Jackson Hole to a maximum security prison - Ellie, Tori, Amber and Malik won't stop and stop at anything to bring down project Osiris. ISBN-13: 9780062300034 Publisher: HarperCollins Publishers Publish Date: 01/31/2017 Series: Brain Series , #2 Edition Description: Re-print Pages: 3 Sales rating 36:10,852 Product dimensions: 5.12(w) x 7.62(hour) x 0.67(d) Lexil: 720L
(what is it?) Age range: 8 - 12 years packed with enough exciting action and tension to keep pages spinning... [a] Very entertaining series. A list of accolades for UNIFTED: from its endearing robot jacket trainers to its satisfying conclusion, it will please Corman's fans and win it new ones. ALA's book list praises genius: [A] compelling, convoluted mystery ... . . . [With] a really
satisfying list of bribery books (star review) praise for MASTERMINDS: The Minds takes readers on a wild ride with great humor, a surprising mystery, and characters you can't help but encourage. Brandon vs. Hillel for Genius: Great Turner Pole. Full of unexpected twists and discoveries. Buckle up. James Patterson cat and mouse chase scenes provide thrills... Volume 3 can't get
here anytime soon. A children's book center's announced is packed with enough fascinating action and suspense to keep the pages spinning... [a] Very entertaining series. List of books praising genius: It's hard to express how much I loved the minds without spoiling it. Real characters that make you laugh, squirm that's really surprising, a storyline that reveals itself perfectly.
Another instant classic by one of my favorite authors. - James Dashner praise for POP: Funny, poignant and full of football action, POP hits you hard and doesn't let go. Tim Green praises POP: Fantastic... Perfectly captures the football experience. A quick, heartfelt, timely affair. The New York Times Book Review 2015-10-14 after discovering that their home in Serenity, New
Mexico, is truly a huge scientific experiment to examine the effects of grooming on clones of master criminals (The Minds, 2015), four teenagers flee and head into the world in search of revenge and freedom. But the scientists behind project Osiris have no intention of allowing their subjects to walk. Malik, Eli, Tori and Amber will have to pull off all their criminal-genius DNA if
they're going to succeed. Expose their returnees and save the other clonings. Ellie and Tori are torn between enjoying their brain skills and fighting their fears about who they might be. Malik is pure boldness, focused on life to the fullest, even if it means passed some laws to do so. However, Amber, with her detached control of impulses, manic tendencies, and violent outbursts, is
the source of most of their problems. What worked well in the series opener is lively in this sequel. The revolving perspective confuses unnecessary and emphasizes an uneven characterization. All children's programs and loitering leave them with new enemies and in worse shape than before. Instead of continuing the excitement of the first volume, this second chapter looks more
like an extended introduction to the next book. Strangely paced with little bribery, this sequel falls victim to the middle-middle ebb. (Adventure. 8-12) Kirkus Reviews
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